
AESTHETIC SENSE

BRAND DEVELOPMENT



4. PROMISE

3. PRINCIPLES/
VALUES

2. POSITIONING

1. PURPOSE
Why do you exist? What difference will you make in 
the lives of those you serve?

How will you deliver on your purpose? What truths underlie the way 
you get things done? 

Where will you claim your fame?

What phrase captures it all?

BRAND DNA: FUNDAMENTAL 4 

Our aim here is to help you define four key pillars of your brand. 
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PURPOSE    Why do you exist? What difference do you want to make? �
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Behind every great brand is an authentic sense of PURPOSE, a definitive statement about the difference you are 
trying to make in the world, and a workplace with the energy and vitality to bring that purpose to life.

This step is essential for capturing your business purpose as it relates to you, your customers and the world. Making 
money is part of your business responsibility – you need to pay your rent and staff, deliver a product or service, etc. 
– but we’re talking about a purpose for your business that involves, empowers and inspires your customers, 
employees and yourself. 
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PURPOSE �
v1 




To make hearts smile through 
meaningful relationships with 

the perfect piece of art.





PURPOSE �
v2 




To make the whole experience 
of finding that perfect item 

a work of art.





PURPOSE �
v3 




To delight hearts and minds 
through every single step

to getting the perfect piece of art.





POSITIONING    Where will you stake your claim to fame? 
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Positioning is about why customers will choose you above the competition. It’s about who specifically you want to 
attract and why your product or service is truly unique. Finding this focus will help you intentionally build your 
reputation and differentiate yourself from others. You will stand out by being clear and brave about the services you 
provide, who you provide them to, and how you deliver them. 

Many businesses don’t spend enough time understanding their core customers. As a result, they try to be all things 
to everyone in hopes of getting some customers, and they end up being nothing meaningful to any of them. You 
need to be brave enough to avoid certain groups. By focusing efforts on the customers you want to serve most, you 
focus your energy where it needs to be.
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POSITIONING 

FOR the mindful and discerning friend  
 

WHO is searching for that uniquely beautiful item that speaks 
as highly of its buyer as it does of where it came from, 

 
AESTHETIC SENSE IS the inspiring and trusted partner

 
THAT turns the whole experience into a work of art. 
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PRINCIPLES/VALUES    What truths guide the way things get done? 
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The best companies are culturally based, not process based. Why? Successful companies encourage key 
characteristics, like creativity and innovation. While you can't force these elements into existence, you can create 
a culture that fosters and supports them. And you can hire people that fit your culture – because that's the best 
way to ensure your company grows.  

Founders impact the culture of their company before they even start building it. And leaders who want to 
facilitate a sustainable culture – one that continually inspires, engages, and motivates – need to proactively 
define the kind of culture they want to create. How? It all starts with identifying values.

Values lie at the very foundation of your culture. They underpin the way people act and behave, and they govern 
the way people are hired and fired. They define how policies are created and attract like–minded employees and 
customers. 
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VALUES

WE AIM TO DELIGHT THE HEART AND SPARK THE MIND.  
•  It is what guides us in our quest for the finest crafts – items that move us with an 

Aesthetic beauty that’s equally matched by a deep Sense of meaning.

WE LOVE TO SHARE IN OTHERS’ JOYS.
•  Our relationships with our customers and our artists are at the very heart of 

everything we do. 
•  We respect and cherish individuality, diversity and change.

WE BELIEVE A BETTER JOURNEY MEANS A BETTER WORK OF ART. 
•  We may not make the art, but we make art of the experience. 
•  When we make every part of the experience delightful for our customers, we 

impact their perception of, and relationship with, the art and us. 
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PROMISE    What truths guide the way things get done? 
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Your promise is where the rubber hits the road: it communicates what your business is all about. 
Some might refer to it as your slogan or tagline. It captures the honest, authentic pledge your 
business is making. It speaks to your core customer and is a great opportunity to make them 
smile, think, or give them a taste of your attitude.
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PROMISE 

AESTHETIC SENSE 
Goods for the soul
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BRAND DNA: SNAPSHOT 

PURPOSE POSITIONING PRINCIPLES / VALUES PROMISE

 
To delight 
hearts and 

minds through 
every single 

step to getting 
the perfect 
piece of art.

 
 

 
FOR  the mindful and 

discerning friend  
 

WHO  is searching for 
that uniquely beautiful item that 
speaks as highly of its buyer as 
it does of where it came from, 

 
AESTHETIC SENSE IS  the 

inspiring and trusted partner
 

THAT  turns the whole 
experience into a work of art. 

We aim to delight the heart 
and spark the mind.  

We love to share in others’ 
joys.

We believe a better journey 
means a better work of art. 

Goods for the soul
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AESTHETIC SENSE 
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�
A POWERFUL BRAND IS MADE NOT WHEN A BUSINESS IS MERELY BETTER, 

BUT WHEN IT IS DIFFERENT, WHEN IT �
�

STANDS FOR SOMETHING SIMPLE 
AND POWERFUL �

�
IN THE MINDS OF THOSE WE SERVE.�





BRAND IDENTITY 

If we want to be “The source for the 
finest and most unique crafts… provided 
with an unparalleled level of service”, we 

need a clear and fitting identity that 
signals this to the world.



BRAND IDENTITY 

We need an identity that is…

•  Deliberate and Dynamic – our brand identity should reflect a richness 
and a vibrancy worthy of the artistic community that we serve

•  Historic and Contemporary – we need to bridge the strengths of both 
worlds as we communicate our values in appealing to multiple generations 

•  Flexible and Adaptive – we need a system that goes where the business 
goes – from digital, to environment, to print and interactive. 



BRAND IDENTITY 

CONCEPTING

•  Following are three initial conceptual ideas that we’re exploring for your 
brand identity 

•  Each direction captures a creative motif with core characteristics that we 
can further leverage to bring your brand to life

•  These are Not logo or core brand elements, they are more “mood boards” to 
assess which direction best resonates with you



Concept 1: MOSAIC
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Aesthetic Sense
“mosaic motif” - individual parts create beauty together



Concept 2: OVERLAP or HIGHLIGHT 
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Aesthetic Sense
“Overlap Motif” - magic happens when AESTHETIC meets SENSE



Concept 3: CONSTELLATION 
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AESTHETIC SENSE
“Constel lat ion mot i f” -  everything and everyone is  interconnected



THANK YOU!


